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Key Advantages:

○ No need to define negative examples - particularly hard in graphs domain!
○ Computation scales linearly - as opposed to quadratic all-vs-all contrastive methods 

⇒ Easily applicable to very large graphs that do not fit in memory!

  

Experimental Results

Bootstrapped Graph Latents (BGRL)
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1) Starting from input graph

2) Generate pair of 
augmented views

3) Embed one with 
an online encoder 𝜃

4) And the other with a 
target encoder 𝛷

5) From online embedding, try to 
predict target embedding

6) Update 𝜃 to maximize cosine 
similarity of prediction and target

7) And update 𝛷 as an exponentially         
moving average (EMA) of 𝜃

Compare under frozen linear evaluation
protocol on standard benchmarks against

● DGI        (requires defining negative examples)
● GRACE (quadratic all-vs-all contrastive)

BGRL matches/exceeds state of the 
art without negative examples with 
5-10x memory savings

BGRL provides useful auxiliary signal 
to shape representations in 
conjunction with data

Graph Image from https://ai.googleblog.com/2019/06/innovations-in-graph-representation.html

Achieved 2nd place on OGB-LSC MAG240M challenge at KDD Cup 2021

● Extremely large-scale (240 million nodes, 1 billion edges)

● Train from subsampled graph neighborhoods, using complex
message-passing encoder networks

● Semi-supervised learning setting, using labels to shape representations:
1% of nodes are of interest for classification, other 99% used for self-supervision

BGRL leverages vast amounts of 
unlabeled data to prevent overfitting 
and achieve state-of-the-art results

1) Pretrain representation with unlabeled data 

2) On top of frozen features, train simpler model 
making use of small amount of labelled data 

  

Unlabeled data widely available in graphs domain, procuring labels is costly
⇒ Self-supervised learning trains a representation without labels
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